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• Creating an elevator 
speech

• How to use it

Today’s Topics
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What is an elevator pitch?
Wikipedia says
• An elevator pitch, elevator speech, or elevator statement is a short 

summary used to quickly and simply define a person, profession, product, 
service, organization or event and its value proposition.

• The name "Elevator Pitch" reflects the idea that it should be possible to 
deliver the summary in the time span of an elevator ride, or approximately 
thirty seconds to two minutes.

• The term itself comes from a scenario of an accidental meeting with someone 
important in the elevator. If the conversation inside the elevator in those few 
seconds is interesting and value adding, the conversation will continue after 
the elevator ride or end in exchange of business card or a scheduled 
meeting.
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Describe who you are:

Describe what you do:
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Describe why you are unique:

Describe your goal:



What makes you different?
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Another way to look at it
• What problem does your company solve?
• How do you solve that problem?
• What makes your solution different?
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• Confidence is key
• Highlight and overcome the key objections
• What’s the secret sauce?
• How are you making money?
• How are you the best person/company to 

execute?
• Milestones
• WIIFM-the deal

Article written by Carol Roth
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What makes a good elevator pitch?
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A few more tips …..
• Tailor the pitch to them, not you. It’s important to 

remember that the people listening to your speech will have their antennas 
tuned to WIFM (What’s in It for Me?) So be sure to focus your message 
on their needs.

• Eliminate industry jargon. You need to make your pitch 
easy for anyone to understand, so avoid using acronyms and tech-speak 
that the average person might not understand.

• Prepare a few variations. You might want to say things 
slightly differently based on the situation you are in, who you are talking to 
and what their problems might be. Also, sometimes you’ll just have 15 
seconds for a pitch (kind of a short elevator ride), other times you may have 
a minute or two.
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• Problem
• Solution
• Different

Think about your business – you have one minutes to articulate the problem that your company solves – and how you solve it

What about your company?
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Let’s Hear from some
Elevator Pitches

Multistack
Cures Within Reach
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Think of the ways that in person or on 
line – your elevator speech can work 
for you
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Website & Social Media

..and email 
marketing

Where to use your elevator pitch? 
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Integrate your elevator pitch when 
communicating with email
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Add it to 
your linkedin
profile
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Use Facebook as a real time brochure

Elevator 
Pitch
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• How is your content 
targeted to your selling 
process?

• How can you use your 
elevator pitch to lower your 
costs or extend your reach

• What can you discover in 
these conversations to help 
develop plans to overcome 
buying objections
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